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Prepare to develop a Marketplace app
 Easy

Creatio Marketplace is an online platform where users can easily find and order a ready-made solution for
their business. Marketplace enables users to explore, select, and buy partner solutions.

Steps of the Marketplace app life cycle

Steps to prepare for the Marketplace app development

1. Get access to the Developer profile
Developer profile is a marketplace section that lets you manage apps and Marketplace services.

To get access to the Developer profile:

As a result, you will get access to the Developer profile and be able to use tools to develop, publish, and update
Creatio Marketplace apps.

2. Set up the Developer profile
Fill out the relevant information about your company in the Developer profile. This information is published as an
individual page that is displayed for each of your applications in the Marketplace showcase. Enter this data before
you start developing a Marketplace app.

Find an idea for your Marketplace app. Learn more on a separate page: Concept.1.

Develop the Marketplace app. Learn more on a separate page and in the developer documentation:
Development, Marketplace app development.

2.

Publish and certify the Marketplace application. Learn more on a separate page and in the developer
documentation: Publishing, Marketplace app publication, Marketplace app certification.

3.

Promote the Marketplace app. Learn more on a separate page: Promotion.4.

Support and grow the Marketplace app. Learn more on a separate page: Support and growth.5.

Gain access to the Developer profile.1.

Set up the Developer profile.2.

Open the Developer profile registration page.1.

Log in to the Developer profile.2.

If you have a single account, use its login credentials to log in to the Developer profile.

If you do not have a single account, create it and use its login credentials to log in to the Developer
profile.
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1. Fill out the general information in the Developer profile
Open the Creatio Marketplace website.1.

Select [ Developer profile ] in the account menu of the toolbar.2.

Select [ Profile ] on the properties panel.3.

Go to the [ General info ] tab.4.

Fill out the Developer profile properties.5.

Select the name of the company on whose behalf to publish the app on Creatio Marketplace in the [ Partner
/ Developer Name ] property. Required. If the developer is a private entrepreneur, specify their full name
here.

Enter the text to display on the banner of the app developer page on Creatio Marketplace in the [ Title (for
profile page banner) ] property.

Select the information to display on the banner of the app developer page on Creatio marketplace in the
[ Display on the profile page banner ] property.

Available values:

[ Display nothing ]: display no information.

[ Partner / Developer name ], [ Title (for profile page banner) ], [ Partner / Developer name and Title (for
profile page banner) ]: display the information specified in the corresponding properties of the developer
profile.

Enter brief information about the activities and competencies of the Marketplace app developer in the
[ About ] property.

Select a continent, region, or country where the Marketplace app developer has the largest presence in the
[ Region/Country ] property.

Fill out the following properties in the [ Business contacts ] block:

Enter the person to contact regarding the developed Marketplace apps in the [ Contact person ]
property.

Enter the phone number of the contact person in the [ Phone ] property.

Enter the email of the contact person in the [ Email ] property.

Enter the address of the Marketplace app developer in the [ Address ] property.

Fill out the following properties in the [ Support contacts ] block:

Enter the support phone of the Marketplace app developer in the [ Phone ] property.

Enter the support email of the Marketplace app developer in the [ Email ] property.

View the date when the profile of the Marketplace app developer was updated in the [ Update date ]
property.

View the employee who performed the last update of the Marketplace app developer’s profile in the
[ Update by ] property.

Upload the corporate logo of the Marketplace app developer to the [ Logo ] property. We recommend
using *.png, *.gif, *.jpg images that have white background and are 200px wide.
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Attention. You can publish the Marketplace app only from a verified profile.

2. Fill out the information about additional Developer profile resources

Enter the link to the website of the Marketplace app developer in the [ Website URL ] property.

Fill out the following properties in the [ Marketplace developer settings ] block:

Enter the unique ID of the marketplace app developer in the [ Developer prefix ] property. Creatio uses
the prefix in the names of custom schemas, packages, objects, and columns in the objects that inherit
from base objects. This enables users to identify the functionality created by the Marketplace app
developer. Can contain Latin characters and digits. Must be from 3 to 15 characters long.

Click [ Save ] to save the changes without sending the Developer profile settings to the Creatio Marketplace
support for verification.

6.

Click [ Send for verification ] to send the Developer profile settings to the Creatio Marketplace support for
verification.

7.

Open the Creatio Marketplace website.1.

Select [ Developer profile ] in the account menu of the toolbar.2.

Select [ Profile ] on the properties panel.3.

Go to the [ Additional resources ] tab.4.

Fill out the properties of additional developer resources.5.
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3. Invite employees to collaborate on Marketplace app development

Steps to develop the Marketplace app
 Easy

Steps to develop the Marketplace app are as follows:

1. Prepare the app development environment
Use the development environment, a separate website, to develop the Marketplace app. Learn more about the
development environment in a separate article: Environments.

You can deploy the app development website in the following ways:

Learn more about the advantages and limitations of the Marketplace app development website in a separate

Upload a background image to display on the Creatio Marketplace page of the Marketplace app developer
to the [ Page Banner ] property. We recommend using *.png, *.gif, *.jpg images.

Upload a presentation of the Marketplace app developer to the [ Upload Presentation ] property. We
recommend using *.txt, *.pdf, *.doc, *.docx files.

Fill out the following properties in the [ Photo ] block:

Upload images to display on the Creatio Marketplace page of the Marketplace app developer to the [ Add
a new file ] property. We recommend using *.png, *.gif, *.jpg images.

Enter a link to an external (for example, YouTube) video about the Marketplace app developer to the [ Video
] property.

Open the Creatio Marketplace website.1.

Select [ Developer profile ] in the account menu of the toolbar.2.

Select [ Profile ] on the properties panel.3.

Go to the [ Team ] tab. The Developer profile moderator is a person specified on the [ Team ] tab.4.

Invite other employees to collaborate on Marketplace applications.5.

Enter the email of the developer company employee in the [ Invite a new team member ] field. An invitation
to collaborate on Marketplace app development will be sent to this email. The employee must click the link to
confirm their participation in joint Marketplace app development.

a.

Click [ Send ] to send the invitation.b.

Prepare the app development environment.1.

Develop the app functionality.2.

On-site: deploy the Marketplace app on the local servers of the customer.

Cloud: deploy the Marketplace app on the cloud. The cloud development environment is a bundle of Creatio
base products (Sales Creatio, Marketing Creatio, and Service Creatio). This lets you use any base Creatio
functionality when developing Marketplace apps.
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article: Creatio main application.

To prepare a local development environment, contact Creatio Technical support (support@creatio.com) to
retrieve the binary files of the Creatio app.

To prepare a cloud development environment:

Creatio Technical support provides a free cloud development environment after processing the request. The user
receives an email with a link to the development environment app to the email address from the [ Order cloud
development site ] field. The link to the development environment app is displayed on the [ Development site ] tab
of the [ Applications ] section in the Developer profile.

2. Develop the app functionality
When developing a Marketplace app, the developer can create any additional elements of the system,
configuration, business processes, mobile app, or integration with software, service, or external app. The
Marketplace app can be an improvement of any base Creatio product.

A Marketplace app is a set of packages. It lets you extend the functionality of the base Creatio products. Learn
more about packages in a separate article: Packages basics.

The number and composition of Marketplace app packages depend on the complexity of the implemented
functionality. For example, to invoke a third-party service from an existing record page, replace one or more
configuration element schemas, and group them in a single custom package. To add a Creatio section, implement
multiple dozen configuration element schemas.

The Marketplace app development, as well as the Creatio instance, is performed using development tools and
based on the basic principles of software design, in particular, the Don’t repeat yourself (DRY) principle.

Open the Creatio Marketplace website.1.

Select [ Developer profile ] in the account menu of the toolbar.2.

Click [ Applications ] → [ Development site ] on the properties panel.3.

Enter the email address to send the link to the development environment in the [ Order cloud development site
] field.

4.

Click [ Send ] to request a cloud development environment to the Creatio Technical support.5.
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Creatio architecture implements this principle via package dependencies. Learn more about the DRY principle
on the Wikipedia. Learn more about package dependencies in a separate article: Packages basics.

Learn more about tools for Marketplace app development in separate guides: Development tools, Marketplace
app development.

After that, you can move on to publishing the Marketplace app. Learn more in a separate article: Steps to publish
the Marketplace app.

Recommendations for front-end
development of a Marketplace app

 Beginner

The negative user experience in installing, configuring, and starting work with the app is one of the main factors
that significantly reduce the probability of purchasing an app after a trial. Potential customers often perceive apps
negatively because they require complex and time-consuming setups.

Follow the recommendations for the front-end development of a Marketplace app and requirements from a
separate article: Requirements for Marketplace app, to avoid a negative user experience.

Recommendations for the front-end development of a Marketplace app:

Set up the Marketplace app navigation
The Marketplace app navigation streamlines the following actions:

To set up the marketplace app navigation, take the following steps:

1. Add the app section to a workplace
It is the required step for the Marketplace app with the new Creatio section. To add the app section to a
workplace, follow the instruction in a separate article: Set up workplaces.

View an example that adds the custom [ Chats ] section to a workplace below.

set up the Marketplace app navigation

preconfigure the Marketplace app

develop the Marketplace app based on the base Creatio functionality

add a custom icon of the Marketplace app section

searching for the required Marketplace app

opening the required Marketplace app functionality

using the functionality

Add the app section to a workplace.1.

Add the link to the app setup page to the System Designer.2.

Configure the transition to the settings from the section actions menu.3.
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Example that adds the custom [ Chats ] section

Add the custom [ Chats ] section to the [ Sales ]
and/or [ Marketing ] workplace.

Create a single workplace and add the [ Chats ]
custom section.

Do not add the custom section to any workplaces.

2. Add the link to the app setup page to the System Designer
Creatio lets you add the link to the app setup page to the settings blocks of the System Designer specified in the
table below.

Settings blocks of the System Designer

Settings
block

Purpose How to use for a Marketplace app

[ Import and
integration ]

Use the block to transition to any
integration settings page and
import the records.

Block can use for connectors.

[ System
setup ]

Use the block to transition to the
page and configure the system
behavior.

Block can use for transition to the wizard
that manages the add-on behavior and
vertical solution logic.

3. Add the link to the app setup page to the section actions menu
Users understand they need to perform additional setup after they review the Marketplace app functionality on
the corresponding Creatio page. To enable users to perform the required setup add the corresponding item
to the ,[ Actions ] button menu on the section page and/or record section page.

View an example that adds the custom setup page with authentication settings for a third-party app in the table
below. In this example, custom [ Integrations ] Creatio section interacts with a third-party app.

Example that adds the custom setup page with authentication settings for a third-party app

Add the [ Set up connection to the third-party app
] item to the [ Actions ] button menu of the
custom [ Integrations ] section.

Implement a setup page accessible only via a URL.
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Preconfigure the Marketplace app
Use the following Creatio no-code tools to preconfigure the Marketplace app:

Preconfigure the app in the [ System settings ] section
Learn more about the [ System settings ] section in user documentation: Manage system settings.

Follow these recommendations when you add a new system setting:

Examples that use short and clear names for system settings

"Base currency" "The currency that is used in the app by
default"

Not recommended because it is too long.

"Order status by default" "Order status"

Not recommended because it does not represent
the behavior.

"Automatic start of the incident management
process"

"Automatic launch of the process"

Not recommended because it does not specify the
relevant functionality.

Preconfigure the app in the [ Lookups ] section
Learn more about the [ Lookups ] section in user documentation: Manage lookup values. To create a lookup,
follow the instruction in user documentation: Create new lookups.

Lookup use cases

[ System settings ] section

[ Lookups ] section

user profile

dedicated setup page

Use short system setting names. Ensure the system setting name represents its behavior and specifies the
relevant functionality.

Group system settings into folders. Grouping lets a user find the necessary system setting without knowing
its name. Learn more about folders in user documentation: Folders.

Add system setting descriptions. Description lets a user understand the purpose and usage of the system
setting.
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Business goal Lookup Lookup description Lookup
values

Specify the index of
data to select

[ Document
statuses ]

Contains an index of document
statuses during the workflow.

"Active"

"Inactive"

"Draft"

Populate the field
automatically during
integration

[ Lead
channels ]

The lookup contains a list of
resource types to receive the lead.

"Social
accounts"

"Search-
based
advertising"

"Email"

Customize business
logic

[ Case
notification
rule ]

Contains an index of rules for
sending notifications to the contact
about the progress of their case.

"Send
immediately"

"Send after
a delay"

"Disabled"

Specify a system
index

[ Webitel users
]

Contains an index of Webitel users.  

Display the
functionality in
different Creatio
sections

[ Gantt chart
configuration ]

Contains an index of Gantt chart
settings.

 

Preconfigure the app in the user profile
Individual settings of a specific user are listed in the user profile. For example, individual login/password for
authorization in a third-party app or preferences for using certain product functionality.

Examples that use the settings in a user profile:

Integration connection settings.

The ID of the telephony operator or the phone number that enables the user to use the telephony
connector.

Mail service connection settings for the user.

System behavior settings for the user.

Notification settings.

Default language the user uses in the business card scanner.
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Preconfigure the app in the dedicated setup page
The single settings page is a user-friendly but difficult-to-implement way to manage the Marketplace app settings.

The users can open the dedicated setup page in the following ways:

We recommend using a dedicated page for Marketplace app settingsin the following cases:

Set up secure password storage
Creatio implements methods for secure password storage. These methods let you store user passwords and
secret connection keys for external systems, for example, Secret key, domain token, etc.

To store passwords securely, use the following data types:

Note. The values of Encrypted string  fields are not available in the front-end.

Develop Marketplace apps based on the base Creatio
functionality
Development based on the base Creatio functionality implies the correct population of fields when creating leads
via Marketplace apps. Creating leads when the Creatio is integrated with messengers, chats, landing pages, or
social networks is one of the typical integration tasks. When a lead is created automatically, it is necessary to
keep the correct logic of filling the fields on the lead page, including data about lead generation channels. The
developer of the Marketplace application lets users provide the ability to use end-to-end analytics on leads. Match
the name of the field to its purpose.

Examples of lead field names

corresponding section

System Designer

The setup has a specific sequence.

The setup process requires the population of settings and lookups.

The setup process requires additional actions besides filling in the settings and lookups.

The setup process includes both the preconfiguration and additional setup as part of working with the
Marketplace app.

Encrypted string  type for the [ System settings ] section

Encrypted string  type for string fields of Creatio objects
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Name How to use

[ Registration method ] Lead registration methods:

[ Channel ] Lead origin types:

[ Source ] The name of the specific lead origin resource, for example, Twitter,
Google, etc.

[ Transition website ] The website from which the user clicked on the landing page
resulted in a registered lead in the app. The field is non-editable and
populated automatically when a lead is received from the landing
page.

Add a custom icon of the Marketplace app section
Make sure your icon for the custom section of the Marketplace app meets the requirements from a separate
article Requirements for Marketplace app.

You can obtain the appropriate custom section icon in the following ways:

Integrate the Marketplace app with Creatio
Creatio enables a range of methods for integration with the Marketplace app. Learn more about the available
Creatio integration options in a separate article: Integration options.

Authentication is required to access Creatio, as with third-party apps. For app integration, we recommend
using the Forms authentication method implemented using the AuthService.svc  web service. Learn more
about the authentication types Creatio supports in a separate article: Authentication.

created automatically

added manually

an incoming call or email

landing page

case

web

social networks

offline advertisement

event

recommendation or personal contact

Use the section icon library available via the link

Use a free service that searches for and converts flat icons.
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Attention. Do not use the anonymous web services without implementing an alternative authorization
type in the Marketplace app. Learn more in a separate article: Custom web services.

Interact with Creatio via the DataService data service or OData protocol. Learn more in a separate guide: Data
services. Creatio also lets you use the iframe HTML element for Marketplace apps. Learn more in a separate
article: HTML-element <iframe>. You can use the Web-To-Object mechanism for simple integrations. Learn
more in a separate article: Web-To-Object.

Test the Marketplace app
 Medium

Test the software solution before you publish it to verify its operability. Test the solution in the pre-production
environment.

Developing and implementing a Marketplace app is the same as the Creatio app. Learn more about developing
and implementing a Creatio instance in a separate article: Delivery management process.

Perform the testing as part of the Marketplace app delivery. The steps to deliver the app are as follows:

1. Register a pre-production environment
Use the pre-production environment to test the Marketplace app functionality.

To register a testing environment app, order a trial of the product app that is selected as a development
environment (i. e. the app specified on the [ Development site ] tab).

You can order a trial in the following ways:

To order a trial using the Developer profile:

Register a pre-production environment.1.

Transfer the Marketplace app to the pre-production environment.2.

on the trial order page via the link

using the Developer profile

Open the Developer profile.1.

Click [ Applications ] → [ Test environment ] on the properties panel.2.

Click the link to order a trial.3.
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As a result, the pre-production environment is ready to use. The user receives an email with the
activation/deactivation dates of the testing environment app and a link to the testing environment app to the email
address specified when registering.

2. Transfer the Marketplace app to the pre-production
environment
Transfer the Marketplace app to the pre-production environment to test its operability.

To transfer the Marketplace app to the pre-production environment:

Marketplace app licensing
 Medium

The purpose of licensing is to control the use of paid Marketplace apps. Learn about licensing in a separate
guide: Licensing.

If Creatio has no licenses uploaded for a product, Creatio demo mode is turned on. The entirety of app
functionality is available in this mode. However, users can add only up to 1000 records to each database table.

The licensing process consists of the following steps:

 

Select the relevant product on the opened page and click [ Try it free ].4.

Log in to an existing Creatio account or create a new account.5.

Export packages that contain the Marketplace app as a *.zip archive. To do this, follow the instruction in a
separate article: Delivery management process. If the Marketplace app functionality is implemented in multiple
packages, combine the exported *.gz archives of packages into a single *.zip archive.

1.

Import a *.zip archive of Marketplace app packages or a single *.gz package archive into the testing
environment app. To do this, follow the guide in a separate article: Delivery management process.

2.

Verify the operability of the developed functionality. If you find an error, improve the functionality by fixing it.
After that, repeat steps 1–2.

3.

Generate the index of licensed elements.1.
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The developer must take steps 1–2 when developing the Marketplace app.

1. Generate the index of licensed elements
The licensed elements are as follows:

The license can include licensed objects and/or licensed operations. Make sure the licensed elements meet the
requirements specified in a separate article: Requirements for published Marketplace app resources. The licensed
elements do not depend on the license type.

2. Define the license type
Creatio provides the following license types:

The Marketplace app developer can contact Creatio Marketplace support (marketplace@creatio.com) to find out
the number of paid and granted licenses.

The licensed options of the Marketplace app depend on the license type and licensed element.

Licensed options of the Marketplace app

Define the license type.2.

Send data obtained on previous steps to the Creatio Marketplace support (marketplace@creatio.com). The
developer must send data via the Developer profile when publishing the Marketplace app. Learn more in a
separate article: Steps to publish the Marketplace app.

3.

Creatio Marketplace support generates licenses for the Marketplace app based on the received data.4.

Licensed objects. Names of custom objects added to the Marketplace app. Licensed objects are any custom
objects, for example, section, detail, or lookup objects.

Licensed operations. Names of operations added to the Marketplace app logic to verify the availability of a
license for specific functionality. For example, an additional action was added to a base Creatio section. The
action must be connected to the licensed operation. When the action is called, the app program logic verifies
the license availability. Based on the result, Creatio executes or interrupts the functionality.

Personal licenses. Grant access to the app for specific users. Bound to the user account and cannot be
used by other users. The system administrator can redistribute licenses among users at any time.

Server licenses. Grant access to the app without binding access to specific users. All Creatio users that
have the corresponding permissions have access to the licensed functionality.
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Licensed
element

Marketplace app
type

Subscription type

Personal license

Objects New Creatio section. Paid per user that works with the section.

Operations Connector to an
external service, for
example, a
telephony
connector.

Paid per user that can access to the service. For example,
access to a telephony connector is paid per individual user.

Objects
and/or

operations

Section with records
that use connectors
to various external
services.

Paid per user that can access the section, and paid per service
connector. For example, the [ Requests ] section was
improved. The section is integrated with an external system
that registers requests. The customer pays for access to the
section functionality per user.

Server license

Objects New Creatio section. Fixed price regardless of the number of users that work with
the section.

Operations Connector to an
external service, for
example, web chat
that registers leads
or requests in
Creatio.

Fixed price regardless of the number of users that have access
to the service.

Attention. Do not use personal and server licenses that control the same objects and operations at the
same time.

The license lasts for 365 days regardless of the type. The license expiration date is specified in the license and
controlled by Creatio.

You can verify the license expiration date in the following ways:

If the licensed objects are included in the license, you do not need to implement the license availability
verification. This verification is performed using out-of-the-box Creatio tools. The name of the licensed object
starts with the prefix specified in the [ Developer prefix ] field of the Developer profile. Learn more about the
Developer profile in a separate article: Prepare to develop a Marketplace app.

If the licensed operations are included in the license, implement the availability verification for the operation
license in the Marketplace app source code.
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Attention. The schema source code can be read and replaced. Therefore, we do not recommend
implementing the availability verification for the operation license in configuration element schemas as this
option is insecure. Use the licensed objects to determine the license expiration date instead. We
recommend implementing the availability verification for the operation license in an external assembly. To
do this, follow the instruction in a separate article: Plagiarism-proof the source code of a Marketplace app.

You can implement the license availability verification in the following ways:

To verify the availability of the operation license in the back-end, use the following methods of the 
Terrasoft.Core.LicHelper  class:

sysPackageOperationCode . A string parameter that contains the name of the licensed operation. Specify this name
in the Developer profile when publishing the Marketplace app. Learn more in a separate article: Steps to publish
the Marketplace app.

To implement the license availability verification in the front-end:

Plagiarism-proof the source code of a
Marketplace app

 Advanced

Creatio stores the open-source code of a Marketplace app in a read-only package. The code is not plagiarism-

in the back-end

in the front-end

GetHasOperationLicense(string sysPackageOperationCode) . If the license is found, returns true . Otherwise
returns false .

GetHasOperationLicense(string sysPackageOperationCode) . If the license is found, returns true . Otherwise
generates the LicException  exception.

Example that use the GetHasOperationLicense() method

UserConnection.LicHelper.GetHasOperationLicense("MyMarketplaceApplication.Use");

Example that use the CheckHasOperationLicense() method

UserConnection.LicHelper.CheckHasOperationLicense("MyMarketplaceApplication.Use");

Implement the custom configuration web service that verifies the license availability.

Add the program logic of the request to the implemented web service.
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proof. Users that have the corresponding access permissions can view the code. Plagiarism-proof your front-
end and back-end code separately.

Plagiarism-proof the C# code
Use the project package to protect the C# source code of the Marketplace app from plagiarism.

Attention. You are permitted to plagiarism-proof only C# source code developed by you.

The ways to protect the C# code of a Marketplace app from plagiarism are as follows:

Develop your Marketplace app on the configuration level that contains preinstalled Creatio packages, similar to the
development of other apps. Compile the C# source code of the packages into the Terrasoft.Configuration.dll
as part of the publishing. The code can interact with the core. Learn more about Creatio customization levels in a
separate article: Creating apps on Creatio platform. View the elaborate diagram of Creatio customization levels on
the figure below.

Project packages offer the following advantages for Marketplace apps:

View the diagram of Creatio customization levels that contain the Marketplace app's project package in the figure
below.

Develop a new Marketplace app as a project package.

Convert an existing Marketplace app to a project package.

Base , NUI  are base Creatio packages.

OurPackage  is the project package that contains the Marketplace app.

Custom  is a special Creatio package.

Exclude the C# code of the custom Marketplace app from Terrasoft.Configuration.dll .

Install the Marketplace app as a separate *.dll.
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Develop the Marketplace app as a project package
We recommend developing new Marketplace apps as project packages.

To develop the Marketplace app as a project package:

1. Set up Creatio for file system development
To set up Creatio for file system development, follow the instructions in a separate article: IDE settings for
development.

2. Create a custom package
Use one of the following tools to create a custom package:

To create a custom package using the clio utility:

Set up Creatio for file system development.1.

Create a custom package.2.

Code the custom functionality.3.

Build the project package.4.

Creatio IDE. Learn more about creating a custom package using Creatio IDE in a separate article: Create a
custom package.

Creatio command-line interface utility (clio) utility.

Install clio (if needed).

Command that installs clio

Learn more about installing clio in the official utility documentation on GitHub.

1.

dotnet tool install clio -g

Go to the Creatio Pkg  directory.2.
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This will create the OurPackage  custom package that depends on the ProductCore  package.

3. Code the custom functionality
You can code the custom functionality in any external IDE. This example uses Microsoft Visual Studio Code.

To code the custom functionality:

Command that opens the PkgPkg  directory

cd C:\inetpub\wwwroot\creatio\Terrasoft.WebApp\Terrasoft.Configuration\Pkg;

Create a new package.

Command that creates a new package

3.

clio init OurPackage;

Set up the package dependencies. To do this, modify the descriptor.json  file.

See the example that sets up the dependencies (the DependsOn  property) of the OurPackage  package on the 
ProductCore  package and adds the package description (the Descriptor  property) below.

Example that sets up the package dependencies and adds the package description

4.

{
    "Descriptor": {
        "UId": "45cc06b2-6448-4d9e-9f51-bee31a6dbc25",
        "PackageVersion": "7.8.0",
        "Name": "OurPackage",
        "ModifiedOnUtc": "/Date(1633420586000)/",
        "Maintainer": "Customer",
        "Description": "Payment calculator",
        "DependsOn": [
            {
                "UId": "2fabaf6c-0f92-4530-aef8-40345c021da2",
                "PackageVersion": "7.8.0",
                "Name": "ProductCore"
            }
        ]
    }
}

Open the OurPackage.sln  project.1.
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Install the CreatioSDK NuGet package from the repository available on the official nuget site. Select the
relevant CreatioSDK version.

2.

Implement the custom functionality in the Files\cs  app directory.

You can create the app in the IDE while developing the C# code. To do this, press Ctrl+Shift+B  in Visual
Studio.

3.

Build the app.

If the IDE builds the app successfully, the *.dll, *.pdb, and other auxiliary files will be placed in the Files\Bin
app directory.

4.

Upload the OurPackage  package from the [Path to app]\Terrasoft.WebApp\Terrasoft.Configuration\Pkg
directory to the database.

5.

Click  to open the System Designer.a.

Click [ Advanced settings ] in the [ Admin area ] block.b.

Click [ Update packages from file system ] in the [ File system development mode ] group of the [ Actions ]
dropdown list on the toolbar.

c.
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4. Build the project package
Build the project package to prepare the Marketplace app for publishing on the Creatio Marketplace online
platform.

Attention. If you want to exclude the C# source code that belongs to you from the project package,
make sure to delete the code before exporting the package.

To build the assembly package:

This will upload the OurPackage  package to Creatio IDE.

Restart Creatio.

Command that restarts Creatio

6.

clio restart

Delete the C# source code that belongs to you from the project package (if necessary). Do this if you want to
exclude the C# source code from the project package.

1.

Create the PackagePublish.target  file to automate the project package building.2.

Add the following code to the PackagePublish.target  file.3.
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PackagePublish.targetPackagePublish.target  file

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8" ?>
<Project xmlns="http://schemas.microsoft.com/developer/msbuild/2003">
    <PropertyGroup>
        <DestinationFolder>C:\PkgRelease\$(AssemblyName)</DestinationFolder>
        </PropertyGroup>

    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgAssemblies Include="Assemblies\**"/>
    </ItemGroup>
    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgData Include="Data\**"/>
    </ItemGroup>
    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgFiles Include="Files\Bin\**"/>
    </ItemGroup>
    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgProperties Include="Properties\**"/>
    </ItemGroup>
    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgResources Include="Resources\**"/>
    </ItemGroup>
    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgSchemas Include="Schemas\**"/>
    </ItemGroup>
    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgSqlScripts Include="SqlScripts\**"/>
    </ItemGroup>
    <ItemGroup>
        <PkgDescriptor Include="descriptor.json"/>
    </ItemGroup>

    <Target Name="CopyFiles">
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgAssemblies)"
            DestinationFiles="@(PkgAssemblies->'$(DestinationFolder)\Assemblies\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgData)"
            DestinationFiles="@(PkgData->'$(DestinationFolder)\Data\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgFiles)"
            DestinationFiles="@(PkgFiles->'$(DestinationFolder)\Files\Bin\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgProperties)"
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This will download the project package to the C:\PkgRelease  directory that contains the OurPackage  subdirectory
and the OurPackage.gz  *.gz archive. The archive contains the Marketplace app ready to be published on the
Creatio Marketplace online platform.

Convert the Marketplace app package to a project package
You might need to modify your Marketplace app significantly to prepare it for the conversion to a project
package.

Use the clio convert  command to convert the existing Marketplace app to a project package. Learn more about
the command in the official utility documentation on GitHub.

            DestinationFiles="@(PkgProperties->'$(DestinationFolder)\Properties\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgResources)"
            DestinationFiles="@(PkgResources->'$(DestinationFolder)\Resources\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgSchemas)"
            DestinationFiles="@(PkgSchemas->'$(DestinationFolder)\Schemas\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgSqlScripts)"
            DestinationFiles="@(PkgSqlScripts->'$(DestinationFolder)\SqlScripts\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
        <Copy
            SourceFiles="@(PkgDescriptor)"
            DestinationFiles="@(PkgDescriptor->'$(DestinationFolder)\%(RecursiveDir)%(Filename)%(Extension)')"
        />
    </Target>

    <Target Name="CreateRelease" AfterTargets="CopyFiles">
        <Exec Command="clio generate-pkg-zip  $(DestinationFolder) -d C:\PkgRelease\$(AssemblyName).gz" />
    </Target>
</Project>

Add the following string to the OurPackage.csproj  file.

OurPackage.csprojOurPackage.csproj  file

4.

<Import Project="PackagePublish.target" />

Open the command line and run the following command.5.

msbuild /t:CreateRelease
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Some files and schemas are not suitable for conversion. For example, the [ User task ] business process
element. The [ User task ] process element remains a partial class regardless of the [ Partial ] flag status. Place
the element to Terrasoft.Configuration.dll  library. By default, the utility saves the code of the [ User task ]
element to the AutoGenerated  directory of the project package, not Terrasoft.Configuration.dll , as part of the
conversion.

To convert the existing Marketplace app to a project package, run one of the following commands:

The outcome of each command is identical since the utility sets the -c  (ConvertSourceCode) key to false  by
default.

After the conversion, the C# package will contain the following:

View the structure of the C# project after the conversion on the figure below.

This will convert the existing Marketplace app to a project package ready to be installed into Creatio.

Note. Generate the project package as part of the CI/CD pipeline. We recommend storing the unprotected
source code of your Marketplace app in the repository.

Plagiarism-proof the JavaScript code
The ways to plagiarism-proof the JavaScript code of a Marketplace app are as follows:

clio convert .\OurPackage_Conf\ -c false .

clio convert .\OurPackage_Conf\ .

The project package, which contains the converted Marketplace app.

The *.zip archive that contains the original Marketplace app. Learn more about the structure of the project
package in a separate article: Project package.

minification

obfuscation
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Attention. Do not modify the structure of the client module schema. Creatio Designers expect a particular
schema structure.

The best way to plagiarism-proof the JavaScript code is to implement the protected logic using mixins. We do not
recommend obfuscating client module schemas that Creatio Wizards (Section Wizard, Page Wizard, Detail
Wizard) utilize.

You can obfuscate the JavaScript code using a large number of open source solutions. This example uses
JavaScript Obfuscator. View the official documentation of the obfuscator on GitHub.

To plagiarism-proof the JavaScript code using JavaScript Obfuscator:

Install JavaScript Obfuscator.

Command that installs JavaScript Obfuscator

Learn more about installing JavaScript Obfuscator in the official obfuscator documentation on GitHub.

1.

npm install javascript-obfuscator -g

Prepare the JavaScript code for obfuscation.2.

Create a mixin. In this example, this is MRKT_DemoMixin . Learn more about mixins in a separate article:
Mixins. The "mixins" property.

a.

Implement the JavaScript code to obfuscate in the mixin.

MRKT_DemoMixinMRKT_DemoMixin

b.

define("MRKT_DemoMixin", [], function() {
    Ext.define("Terrasoft.configuration.mixins.MRKT_DemoMixin", {
        alternateClassName: "Terrasoft.MRKT_DemoMixin",

        secretMethod: function(){
            console.log("MRKT_DemoMixin");
        },
    });
});

Specify the MRKT_DemoMixin  mixin in the mixins  property of the client schema. For example, ContactPageV2 .

ContactPageV2ContactPageV2

3.

define("ContactPageV2", ["MRKT_DemoMixin"], 
    function() {
        return {
            entitySchemaName: "Contact",
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As a result, JavaScript Obfuscator will generate an obfuscated file. View the example of the obfuscated file below.

Example of an obfuscated file

            mixins: {
                "MRKT_DemoMixin": "Terrasoft.MRKT_DemoMixin"
            },
            attributes: {},
            modules: /**SCHEMA_MODULES*/{}/**SCHEMA_MODULES*/,
            details: /**SCHEMA_DETAILS*/{}/**SCHEMA_DETAILS*/,
            businessRules: /**SCHEMA_BUSINESS_RULES*/{}/**SCHEMA_BUSINESS_RULES*/,
            methods: {
                onEntityInitialized: function() {
                    this.callParent(arguments);
                    
                    /* Consume MRKT_DemoMixin. */
                    this.secretMethod();
                },
            },
            dataModels: /**SCHEMA_DATA_MODELS*/{}/**SCHEMA_DATA_MODELS*/,
            diff: /**SCHEMA_DIFF*/[]/**SCHEMA_DIFF*/
        };
    });

Back up the unprotected JavaScript code. You might need to edit it later.4.

Obfuscate the JavaScript code.

Command that obfuscates the JavaScript code

Learn more about obfuscation in JavaScript Obfuscator in the official obfuscator documentation on GitHub.

5.

javascript-obfuscator MRKT_DemoMixin.js --output MRKT_DemoMixin.obfuscated.js

function a0_0x2c69() {
    var _0x272852 = ['Terrasoft.MRKT_DemoMixin', 'Ok\x20-\x20MRKT_DemoMixin', '636527SjITzq', '47544MWcgAk', '1503XwngZr', '1735980OhnVnL', '7cyzbFA', '1795796hIfdLG', '655476qGUaEY', '22085740BJZJXi', '3038716Shuabr', 'MRKT_DemoMixin', '5iENPSJ'];
    a0_0x2c69 = function() {
        return _0x272852;
    };
    return a0_0x2c69();
}
var a0_0x31e3ab = a0_0x3f9a;

function a0_0x3f9a(_0x104961, _0x4f9883) {
    var _0x2c694d = a0_0x2c69();
    return a0_0x3f9a = function(_0x3f9a09, _0x1d247d) {
        _0x3f9a09 = _0x3f9a09 - 0xa7;
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To view the JavaScript code in the browser page:

View the example of the JavaScript code in the browser page in the figure below.

        var _0x481962 = _0x2c694d[_0x3f9a09];
        return _0x481962;
    }, a0_0x3f9a(_0x104961, _0x4f9883);
}(function(_0x479332, _0x464f89) {
    var _0x279ddd = a0_0x3f9a,
        _0x3c692e = _0x479332();
    while (!![]) {
        try {
            var _0xae3ae0 = -parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xac)) / 0x1 + parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xa7)) / 0x2 + parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xaf)) / 0x3 + -parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xb1)) / 0x4 * (-parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xa9)) / 0x5) + -parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xb2)) / 0x6 * (-parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xb0)) / 0x7) + -parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xad)) / 0x8 * (-parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xae)) / 0x9) + -parseInt(_0x279ddd(0xb3)) / 0xa;
            if (_0xae3ae0 === _0x464f89) break;
            else _0x3c692e['push'](_0x3c692e['shift']());
        } catch (_0x44cb38) {
            _0x3c692e['push'](_0x3c692e['shift']());
        }
    }
}(a0_0x2c69, 0xc4309), define(a0_0x31e3ab(0xa8), [], function() {
    var _0x3dbe12 = a0_0x31e3ab;
    Ext['define']('Terrasoft.configuration.mixins.MRKT_DemoMixin', {
        'alternateClassName': _0x3dbe12(0xaa),
        'secretMethod': function() {
            var _0x3b8302 = _0x3dbe12;
            return _0x3b8302(0xab);
        }
    });
}));

Clear the browser cache.1.

Refresh the page.2.

Open the developer tools.3.
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Note. Obfuscate the JavaScript code as part of the CI/CD pipeline. We recommend storing the
unprotected JavaScript source code of your Marketplace app in the repository.
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